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Contributors

Petrova irina alexandrovna is a postgraduate student of 
the General academic Postgraduate course of the Russian Presidential 
academy of national economy and Public administration. She is a 
consultant and analyst for research projects in corporate governance 
and sustainability, education, business processes and innovation. irina 
has taken part in projects to evaluate the effectiveness of boards of 
directors, develop corporate governance, assess, and form sustainable 
development systems in the activities of companies in europe and 
central asia. She is part of a team for the development of family 
constitutions, as well as long- and short-term motivation systems; and 
has experience participating in international benchmarking projects. 
author of international and Russian publications on corporate 
governance and sustainable development, digital transformation and 
financial literacy. She is a senior analyst at the FANU's "Eastern State 
Planning Center", an analyst at the "National Corporate Governance 
Index" project.

aaliya azad is pursuing her masters in geography at the 
department of Geography, university of mumbai. She is native of 
kollam district from the state of kerala. She has  specialisation in 
Geopolitics and international Relations and climate change. She has 
keen to work on psychogeographies in future. She is pursuing her 
research on the man and wild conflicts in Kerala for her Masters. She 
has presented a research paper on environmental Politics: Positioning 
“Aarey” as a reflection at the interdisciplinary national conference 
on contemporary issues and concerns in globalisation, nationalism 
and geopolitics. her major  interest lies in geographical research and 
academics.

anirudh chakraborty is a Geologist and is currently pursuing 
his Ph.d. in mineral exploration using remote sensing technology 
from dept. of Geography, university of mumbai. he has experience in 
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teaching as Lecturer and working with multinational corporations. he 
likes everything related to geoscience, arts and music.

Rajendrakumar dabee is a Senior Lecturer of indian 
Philosophy at the mahatma Gandhi institute (mGi) in mauritius. he holds a 
b.a in indian Philosophy from the university of mauritius, a master's degree 
from bharathidasan university, trichy, and a Ph.d. from the university 
of Madras. In addition, he has a Post Graduate Certificate in Education 
(PGce), a diploma in Sanskrit, and a diploma in yoga. dr. dabee has over 
three decades of experience in education, starting as a Primary School 
teacher and later teaching in the Secondary sector as an educator 
for hinduism, where he also served as the assistant chief examiner 
for cambridge international examinations (cie). dr. dabee's research 
interests include Darśanas, Sanskrit language, Ethics, Philosophical History 
of mauritius, and interdisciplinarity. he has published articles in Journals 
and Books on several related topics. Dr. Dabee is a certified Trainer for 
Learning to Live together (LtLt) by arigatou international, Geneva, and as 
such, a resource person on interfaith dialogue for the council of Religions 
of mauritius. 

kuznetsov mikhail evgenievich is a candidate of 
economic Sciences, associate Professor, mba and Senior Researcher at 
the department of macroeconomic Policy and Strategic management, 
director of the center of System transformations of the m. v. 
Lomonosov Moscow State University Faculty of Economics, leader of 
the "Professional Director" program. He has over 15 years of experience 
in investment and management consulting, as well as in one of the 
largest international development institutions—the IFC, the World 
bank Group. mikhail has over 10 years of experience on the boards 
of directors of large and medium-sized companies in the financial, 
energy, transport, and food industries, and is a member of the world 
Economic Forum's Expert Network. He is the author of four books and 
over 20 scientific publications on sustainable development, corporate 
governance, and strategic management. he has conducted research 
in the fields of ESG, corporate governance, innovation, and digital 
economy; taken part in the formation of companies' ESG profiles; and 
developed business strategies in the ESG field for large companies. 

Sonia George, General Secretary, Sewa, kerala, and member of 
national council. She is  working with Sewa for the last 22 years organizing 
women workers in the informal sector. it has been a long journey of working 
with the most marginalized women for their recognition and rights. Sewa 
has significantly contributed to the mainstream labor movement in 
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kerala by raising issues of women informal workers like self-employed, 
temporary, and home-based workers. as part of this, she is  involved in 
policy-making for informal sector workers and also represent Sewa in 
joint platforms of trade unions and also other sector platforms. She has 
represented the union in national and international tripartite forums like 
the international Labour organisation and the un commission on the 
Status of women.  She is a researcher in informal sector workers issues 
and my doctoral research was on Globalization, Gender, and informal 
Labour. 

nikishova maria igorevna is a candidate of economic 
Sciences; an expert at the center for System transformations of the 
Faculty of Economics of the M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University; 
co-author of disciplines in corporate governance and sustainable 
development; teacher of educational programs in management, eSG, 
financial literacy and digital economy. She is a consultant for the IFC 
world bank on the development of social responsibility and corporate 
governance practices in europe and central asia, and a member 
of the boards of directors and audit committees of companies. She 
oversaw a project to create a calculator for forest-climatic carbon 
units in the Russian Federation. She is a developer of the Corporate 
Governance code of the Republic of kazakhstan. maria has been 
involved in projects on smart cities, artificial intelligence, IT, and Internet 
entrepreneurship for the Global Future Council at the World Economic 
Forum. She is currently the head of the FANU's " Eastern State Planning 
Center" and the head of the "National Corporate Governance Index" 
project.

Shweta Sachdeva Jha  teaches english at miranda house, 
University of Delhi. She did her PhD as a Felix Scholar at the School 
of oriental and african Studies, university of London. her research 
interests range from women’s history, children’s picture books, Urdu 
popular literature to digital archives. Parts of her thesis on the tawa’ 
if have been published as chapters in Speaking of the Self: Gender, 
Performance and autobiography in South asia (duke university Press, 
2015), the bollywood islamicate: idioms, histories and imaginaries 
(Orient Blackswan, 2022). Her chapters on women’s writing in Urdu can 
be read in South asian Gothic: haunted cultures, histories and media 
(University of Wales Press, 2021) and Sultana’s Sisters: Gender, Genres, 
and Genealogy in South Asian Muslim Women’s Fiction (Routledge, 
2021). her archival project on miranda house was supported by the 
Avabai Wadia Fellowship by SNDT University of Women, Mumbai (2020) 
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and her recent work engages with the 1947 partition Archive for which 
she received the tata trusts-Partition archive Research Grant (2021).

abey koshy is Professor in the department of Philosophy at Sree 
Sankaracharya university of Sanskrit, kalady, kochi, kerala. he did Ph.d. 
in Jawaharlal nehru university, new delhi. his area of specialisation is 
poststructuralism, continental feminist theory, phenomenology and 
existentialism. he has published several research papers in Scopus 
indexed journals and other prominent peer-reviewed journals. 
Presented more than fifty papers at various Indian and foreign 
conferences. he also writes in the malayalam Language on cultural 
issues from a philosophical perspective. the three books authored by 
him are: Affirmation of the Will to Life: Love, Fascism, Art (220 pages, 
malayalam), Soochika books, 2020; malabar kalapam (malayalam), 
(translation of against Lord and State, oxford university Press), dc 
books, 2004; nietzsche: Rise of Postmodern Sensibility (malayalam), 
SPcS/nbS, kottayam, 2022.

vaishali kurhekar, assistant Professor, narsee moonje college, 
mumbai is pursuing her doctoral degree in transport Geography with 
special focus on urban transport. with an  inclination to the research, 
a number of research papers, presented at national-international 
conferences like aaG, inca, etc, are on her credit.

Sachin Labade is an associate Professor in the department 
of english, university of mumbai, india.  he has 20 years of teaching 
experience in english Literary and Linguistic  Studies. his present 
research interests include queer Studies, Language Pedagogy, and 
english in South asia. he offers consultancy in designing language 
and language pedagogy curriculum, and developing english 
language educator training projects. he translated a storybook in 
marathi (Jithe anand Lapato dirty Lane, australia), co-authored a 
book (communication Skills in english, orient blackswan, new delhi) 
and a chapter on english in india (in modelling world englishes: a Joint 
approach, euP). he also contributed to the world Literature section of 
the marathi encyclopaedia of marathi vishwakosh nirmiti mandal, Govt 
of maharashtra. besides, he coordinates the university of mumbai's 
indo-canadian Studies centre as well as Shastri indo-canadian 
institute's university centre.
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kirti nakhare is an associate Professor in english, at the 
department of business communication, S.i.w.S. college of commerce 
and economics, mumbai. her doctoral thesis  investigated the 
position of the subaltern in select works based on the mahabharata. 
Her research focuses on the position of the subaltern influenced by 
gender, locating the subaltern in regional versions of the epic, and 
the study of subaltern theory, in general. She has presented papers 
at national and international conferences and has publications to her 
credit. She participated in the open educational Resources project of 
the university of mumbai in association with common wealth asia to 
create content on soft skills in 2010 and has created content for the 
African Literature Module of the UGC’S e-PG Pathshala project.

avinash Pandey has been a faculty member in the 
department of Linguistics, university of mumbai since 2004. his recent 
publications have been in areas such as semantics/Pragmatics, 
educational Linguistics (especially multilinguality in education), 
Language in Society etc. he has carried out research projects in the 
areas of machine-human interaction, Linguistic Landscape as well as 
orality. he publishes in both english and marathi.

nikita Rajput, Scientific Officer C, at Centre for Cancer 
epidemiology, tata memorial  centre mumbai. She is currently pursuing 
her Ph.d. in Public health sciences and passionate  about planetary 
health and creating awareness about the same. Her interest in fine arts 
has led  to many achievements in this field too. Curiosity, Compassion 
and creativity are the values  she relates to.

Santosh Rathod is a Professor of english at institute of distance 
and open Learning, university of mumbai. as a creative writer, he writes 
in english, marathi and Gorboli, the language of banjara community. he 
has two plays in english and marathi namely, their mother's husband 
and E for English.  Dr Rahod’s collection of short stories titled A Swordtail 
and other Stories in english appeared in 2010. his poetry in english, 
marathi and Gorboli has been published in the leading journals like 
Parivartanache watsaru, Langlit, Research chronicler and the like. he 
read his poems in an online poetry recitation session at the oxford 
University, South Asian Society, in America’s online Milwaukie Poetry 
Series, in the event "Black American Feminism" organized by American 
consulate, mumbai and in the vidarbha Sahitya Sammelan, nagpur 
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to name a few. dr Rathod has published a number of research papers 
in national and international journals and also presented papers in 
national and international conferences and seminars. a recipient of 
the Jibananand das award for translation, dr Rathod has translated 
baburao bagul's “Sood” into english. 

anamik Shah served as the vice chancellor of Gujarat 
vidyapith, ahmedabad for 2 onsecutive terms and completed his 
tenure as Professor at department of chemistry, Saurashtra university. 
He has initiated to create a unique facility "National Facility for Drug 
Discovery Complex" to support small and medium pharmaceutical 
& chemical manufacturing units of the region under dSt (dPRP) 
Project. he is a trustee of Gandhi Smruti trust, (trust looking after' kaba 
Gandhino delo'-parental house of Gandhiji) at Rajkot, the chairman 
of vishwamangala trust, anera, banaskantha, north Gujarat, kasturba 
Sevashram trust, maroli, Surat and Lok vignan kendra, in addition to 
a few Sciences oriented trust activities." He hails the legacy of his 
freedom fighter family and historian and profound writer father Kantilal 
m Shah. he is currently the President of indian Society of chemists and 
Biologists, Lucknow, which is one of the leading scientific society of 
india with more than 2200 active members.

Sucharita Sarkar is associate Professor of english, d.t.S.S 
college of commerce, mumbai. She is also an invited member of the 
Faculty of Humanities, Dr. Homi Bhabha State University, Mumbai. Her 
doctoral thesis investigated mothering narratives in contemporary 
india. She participated in an international collaborative project, new 
directions for international Scholarship on motherhood in Religious 
Studies, funded by a research grant from the american academy of 
Religion.  her recent publications include articles in current Sociology 
(2021), qualitative inquiry (2020) and open theology (2020); as well 
as chapters in edited anthologies such as the Palgrave handbook 
of Reproductive Justice and Literature (2022), Representing abortion 
(Routledge, 2021); Food, Faith and Gender in South Asia (Bloomsbury 
Academic, 2020); Thickening Fat (Routledge, 2020); The Politics of 
belonging in contemporary india (Routledge, 2020), among others. 

mazher Siddiqui is an associate Professor & head, department 
of Persian, vasantrao naik Government institute of arts and Social 
Sciences, nagpur. he is a member of the board of Studies for urdu, 
arabic, Persian & avesta Pahlavi, mSbS & hSe, Pune. he has also worked 
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in the board of Studies in Persian, arabic & islamic culture, for university 
of mumbai, board of Studies in Persian, R.t.m nagpur university, and 
the board of Studies in Persian & arabic, Sant Gadge baba amravati 
university. he has published several research papers in national 
and international journals, and contributed to newspapers like the 
Hitvada & Lokmat Times. Dr Siddiqui’s contributions have also been 
instrumental in editing several books. 

niketan thakur, m.Sc. zoology postgraduate with 11 years of 
field experience, is dedicated to protecting wildlife and their habitats. 
he promotes conservation awareness and works in collaboration with 
organizations like bnhS, mcbt, owLS and various local nGos.

Surabhi thosar, Project coordinator, Paryavaran dakshata 
mandal (Pdm), thane has completed her masters in biodiversity. She 
is a sub editor of a monthly magazine 'apala Paryavaran' - published 
by Pdm. She is also associated with 'nisargayan', an environmental 
education center near kalyan where schools and colleges can visit for 
educational trips and excursions.

Ronald yesudhas received ma (Social work) and Ph.d 
(Social work) degrees from the tata institute of Social Sciences and 
since 2013 works as Assistant Professor at the College of Social Work 
(autonomous), nirmala niketan institute, mumbai (india). he has 
15 years of field and academic experience in social work. Dr Ronald 
teaches courses such as third Sector management, integrated Social 
work Practice, and Philosophy of Social work. in addition to writing and 
publishing, he is an active peer reviewer of web of Science/Scopus 
international journals such as development in Practice (taylor and 
Francis Group), etc. Dr Ronald has extensive experience in program 
design, monitoring, and evaluation. along with being the treasurer 
of the bombay association of trained Social workers (since 2016), he 
leads the campaign for advancement for Social work in india (since 
2022).


